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INVITATION& LOGIN
When the event is launched, suppliers receive an invitation mail which contains a unique link to the 
event, which brings the supplier straight into the event.



INVITATION&LOGIN

To maintain information security, it is required that the suppliers log in. The invitation mail contains a link to a page where the
suppliers can set the password, together with one to the supplier login page. Once logged in, suppliers are brought to a start page
with a list of all events they are invited to. When click on an event link, suppliers can see the event details for that event.



INVITATION& LOGIN



EVENT INFORMATION

The first page that the suppliers see in the event, the Event Info page, contains general information about the
event. A countdown timer at the top right shows the time to closing.

At the top, the suppliers see the invitation message again and the notification about any changes to the ongoing
event that affect the suppliers as well. The suppliers can indicate their intent to participate directly from the
invitation email, or in here in the Event Info page.

The suppliers have to accept all the Terms and Conditions in order to gain access to next page where the 
responses are submitted. If a condition can not be accepted, the supplier clicks 'No' and gives a brief explanation
in the mandatory comment field. Only once the supplier has accepted all of the Terms and Conditions, and
submitted them by clicking Send to Event Owner at the bottom of the section, the Enter Response button becomes
active.

Note that while a 'No' may be changed into a 'Yes', an acceptance is binding, i.e. it is not possible to change
a 'Yes' once it is submitted.



EVENT INFORMATION



Depending on the events, suppliers may be required to review and fill out some documents, this is where they can download and upload these
documents as attachment;

Mandatory information is labeled by a red asterisk. If not completed, the supplier will receive an error message upon submission and the response 

is not accepted;

Suppliers can click the File link in the Your Response part to the right to browse for the file in the Attachment section.
The file is submitted once it is selected. To remove it, the supplier puts the marker over the attachment and clicks the red delete icon. Several files may
be attached one by one or as a zip archive.

In some RFPs, the bid sheet is part of the documents
to be uploaded, in other cases, the bid sheet might be
found in the Items and Lots section;

After submitting the bids in the response section,
the suppliers may update their reponses until the
event ends.

MYRESPONSES PAGE - ATTACHEMENTS



MYRESPONSES PAGE- FORMS
In some RFPs, the suppliers may be required to answer some questionnaires, they can answer the questions online in the Forms section. If
there are several questionnaires, the supplier can user the Hide/Expand arrows in the right margin to facilitate overview. Supplier can export the
questionnaire into Excel to fill in the response and upload once completed.



MYRESPONSES PAGE – ITEMS ANDLOTS

Additional specifications might be required;

For multiple items, it might be easier to enter prices
and specifications offline in an Excel form and submit
the offers in bulk. The suppliers download the bid 
form by clicking the Export to Excel at the bottom of
the page. Items/services as well as questionnaires 
are included in the file, mandatory information is 
marked by a 'Y'. Note that the name of the filed with
is re-imported has to be exactly the same as that of
the original downloaded file. A green receipt 
indicates successful import, and the responses can
be inspected online prior to submission.



MYRESPONSES PAGE – SUBMISSIONOF RESPONSES

When all required information in the three sections is completed, the supplier clicks Submit Responses at the bottom of the My Responses page;

If mandatory information is not complete, the supplier will receive an error message upon submission, and no response is sent off ;

The suppliers may update their offers as many times as needed until the event is closed.



COMMUNICATION

The Suppliers can communicate with Agropur procurement team through the Messages center on the bottom
left. Depend on the event, the suppliers may also be allowed to send attachment through the Message center.

Questions from the suppliers are related to the Event Team and the supplier will get an email notification when an
answer is posted. The answer is also shown in the supplier's Messages center, as are possible updates to the event
information (also shown in the notification box at the very top of the supplier's Event Info page).

Agropur may publish feedback on the questions received and additional clarifications through the message
center.



THANK YOU!


